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Khanqah Shah Hamdan:
Post-fire restoration & the
role of INTACH
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Nocturnal blaze
damages Khanqah-eMoula shrine in Kashmir
capital

Spire of Khanqah-e-Moula Shrine
in Srinagar Damaged in Fire

Fire tenders were rushed to the spot soon after
receiving news about the fire during the night
and doused the flames before the blaze could
cause any major damage to the shrine, said
police.

15 NOVEMBER 2017Last Updated at 4:23 PM NATIONAL

The shrine was built in the memory of renowned Sufi
saint Mir Syed Ali Hamdan.
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Fire broke out in the revered Khanqah-e-Moula
shrine in Srinagar early on Wednesday, damaging
the spire of the building, officials said.
Hours after the incident, Jammu and Kashmir chief
minister Mehbooba Mufti visited the shrine to
assess the damage, they said.
The shrine was built in the memory of renowned
Sufi saint Mir Syed Ali Hamdan.
The incident took place around 1 am, the officials of
fire and emergency department said adding 22 fire
tenders along with pumps were dispatched to the
spot immediately to douse the flames. The fire was
brought under control with the help of locals, but by
then it had damaged the spire of the shrine, the
officials said, adding timely intervention saved the
shrine from further damage.
An official spokesman said, "Cancelling all her
engagements, Mehbooba Mufti reached Srinagar
early morning and straightaway drove to the shrine
of the saint in the Shahr-i- Khaas (Old City)."
The chief minister went around the shrine complex
to assess the quantum of damage, the spokesman
said, adding she sought a detailed appraisal from
the local administration of the fire incident.
Mehbooba, who also interacted with the members
of the management committee and devotees, said
the shrine symbolizes the pluralistic ethos of
Kashmir society from which every citizen of the
state draws spiritual solace.
She also appreciated the local youth who came
forward and prevented the fire from spreading, the
spokesman said.
As per officials, the timely intervention saved the
shrine from further damage.
The cause of the fire is being ascertained, the
officials added.

GK Web Desk Srinagar | Posted: Nov 15 2017 9:33AM | Updated:
Nov 15 2017 1:44PM

A nocturnal blaze damaged one of
Kashmir's holiest Muslim shrines, the
"Khanqah-e-Moula", in Downtown Srinagar.
Fire tenders were rushed to the spot soon
after receiving news about the fire during
the night and doused the flames before the
blaze could cause any major damage to the
shrine, said police.
Built in memory of renowned Muslim saint,
scholar and preacher Mir Syed Ali
Hamadani, the shrine mosque is highly
revered as it stands out in reverence to the
saint whose teachings helped spread Islam
in the valley.
Kashmiris reverently call Mir Syed Ali
Hamadani
"Amir-e-Kabeer"
(Great
Commander) and "Shah-e-Hamadan" (King
of Hamadan).
He was born in Hamadan, Persia, in 1314
and breathed his last in 1384.
The saint's mausoleum is in Khatlan,
Tajikistan.
Source: www.greaterkashmir.net

Source: www.outlook.com
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Khanqah fire: Work
to rebuild damaged
spire, rooftop begins

all the material necessary for reconstruction of
the spire and rooftop as per the original
design.”
The shrine caught fire on the intervening night
of November 14-15. Locals had claimed that
its copper spire was hit by lightning at around
1 am following which they saw the shrine in
flames.

Restoration work to cost Rs 75 lakh
approximately, says official
MUKEET AKMALI / Greater Kashmir
Srinagar | Posted: Nov 20 2017

“The rooftop will be built inch-by-inch as per
its original digitalized record preserved by the
INTACH,” Beg said.
“We have all original drawings of the spire.
We will see what needs to be done. We will do
an estimate of the required items and their
dimensions and material. We are also looking
into the aspect of damage done due to water
which was sprayed for dousing the fire,” he
said. “The locally-manufactured material that
was part of the original rooftop will also be
used.”

The government has initiated restoration work
on the spire of revered Khanqah-e-Moula
shrine in Downtown Srinagar that was
damaged in a fire incident last week.

“

The rooftop will be built
inch-by-inch as per its
original digitalized
record preserved by the
INTACH,” Beg said

An official source said that the government
has authorized the Jammu and Kashmir
Projects Construction Corporation to carry out
the reconstruction work in collaboration with
the J&K chapter of the Indian National Trust
for Art and Cultural Heritage (INTACH).

Kashmiris reverently call Mir Syed Ali
Hamadani
as
“Amir-e-Kabeer”
(great
commander) and “Shah-e-Hamadan” (king of
Hamadan). He was born in Hamadan, Persia,
in 1314 and breathed his last in 1384.

A JKPCC official said that the estimated cost
of the reconstruction work has been worked at
Rs 75 lakh.
“Dismantling of the fire-damaged spire and
rooftop is already under process,” he said,
adding that the Corporation has decided not
to “charge any consultation fee for rebuilding
the fire-damaged shrine.”

General Manager, JKPCC, Vikar Mustafa said
that they have almost dismantled the
damaged spire of the shrine. “Work has been
started to rebuild its damaged portion,” he
said, adding that they are keen to complete it
as soon as possible.

Convener, INTACH (J&K chapter) Saleem
Beg, said: “We have conducted damage
assessment of the shrine. Luckily we have
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Restoration of Khanqah-eMoula to be completed within
60 days

He also stressed on ensuring total structural
stability of the shrine and exhorted upon the
concerned to take personal interests in its
restoration. Dr. Shah also called for ensuring
high standards of ethics by workers involved in
the restoration work at the revered shrine.

DC calls for coordination between JKPCC, INTACH
GKNN
Srinagar | Posted: Nov 25 2017

On the occasion, the DC also visited the
surrounding areas of the shrine to get a firsthand assessment of the proposed expansion
of the shrine. He asked for details of status of
acquisition process for the expansion.

Deputy Commissioner
Srinagar called for
closest coordination
between JKPCC and
INTACH to ensure there
is maximum possible
adherence to the original
Jamia Masjid Srinagar
design of the part of
shrine damaged in the
fire.

Deputy Commissioner Srinagar, Friday visited the
Khanqah-e-Moula shrine of Hazrat Amir-e-Kabir
Shah-e-Hamadan (RA) to take stock of restoration
work taken up in the wake of November 15 fire
incident there.
The DC was informed that the main restoration
work at the shrine will be started on 5 December,
after the setting up of scaffolding, which is currently
underway, has been completed.

Dr Shah said the acquisition shall be taken up
in earnest and that the affected will be
rehabilitated appropriately. The DC was
accompanied by senior officers from JKPCC,
INTACH, R&B, Wakf Board, Revenue and
Police.

The installation of scaffolding for access to the top
of the shrine has been envisaged in order to ensure
there is no hindrance in prayers at the shrine as
well as in consideration of safety concerns for
devotees.

‘RESTORE POWER’
Devotees visiting Khanqah-e-Moula Friday
appealed concerned authorities to restore
lighting in the shrine.

It was reiterated that the restoration work will be
completed within 60 days. Reiterating the great
reverence of the Sufi saint and the shrine, DC
impressed upon the concerned officers to
remember that it is a matter of pride to be involved
in the restoration work of the shrine. The DC called
for time-bound completion of the work, instructing
that there be must be no time-overstretch therein at
all. Dr Shah also called for closest coordination
between JKPCC and INTACH to ensure there is
maximum possible adherence to the original design
of the part of shrine damaged in the fire.

A group of devotees led by Bashir Ahmad said
that lighting has not been restored at the
shrine after the recent fire incident. “Devotees
are facing immense hardships in evening in
absence of proper lights. There are only few
bulbs which run on inverter. The devotees are
not able to read religious scriptures in low
light,” they said.
Source: www.greaterkashmir.net
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M. Saleem Beg
November 19 at 10:31am

The recent fire incident at the shrine of Amir-iKabir , Khanqahi Mualla has renewed the highly
contested issue of conversion of temples into
mosques in Kashmir after the advent of Islam.
The history of nations and faiths is replete with
instances of conversion of places of worship of
one faith into more dominant or persuasive new
faith. Nearer home this has happened at
various junctures like aboriginal sacred spaces
into Buddhist places of worship, from Buddhist
to Hindu and also at many occasions from
Hindu to Muslim mosques. This kind of
appropriation of sacred spaces has later on
been viewed differently and contested
narratives, debated passionately have replaced
what seemed to a normal appropriation at that
point in time.
During 19th century after the Muslim period
gave way to Sikh and Dogra rule, kashmiri
pandits have been earnestly and emphatically
writing on this issue with greater zeal and
insistence. Most of the Muslim scholarship has
been contesting this narrative and repudiating
this as propaganda. We need to spare some
thought and research on this from a historic
stand point.
In the case of Kashmir, most of these stories
have been perpetuated by the zealous and
overenthusiastic adherents of various Muslim
shrines. This has happened in the case of
central Asian and Iranian preachers and saints
when their successors and followers, in their
enthusiasm to prove that their saints were
superior in action and deed to the kashmiri
Muslim saints, read Rishis, resorted to
fictionalization and falsification of their piety and
spiritual adroitness.
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Thus fictional hagiographies of the saints were
written with this purpose without respecting the
immense passion and patience exhibited by the
saints themselves. Thus we have an old and still
extant, perhaps the oldest surviving history of 16th
century that narrates a story about Shah Hamadan
whereby he entered into a debate with a Hindu seer
located in the present day Shah Hamadan shrine
and in the course of debate, the Hindu seer
exhibited his spiritual prowess by flying up in the sky.
On seeing this Shah Hamadan kicked his shoe up in
the air that hammered the Hindu seer back to the
earth and thus the terrified and helpless seer
converted to Islam. Following this the grand temple
dedicated to Maha Kali was converted into the
shrine of Shah Hamadan. Understandably Hindu
writers have quoted these peers who, due to their
easy handle on written Persian language, resorted to
this falsification.
Shah Hamadan Mosque- its history and evolution
This mosque was initially a small sufa of very
humble dimensions where the revered saint offered
prayers. It was part of Allaudin pora, the then capital
of Kashmir. This sufa was then converted into a
hujra by Mir Muhamad Hamdani sometime in 1410
AD before Budshahs rule (1420-1470AD), by his
virtuous son. and that still exists at site with the
same dimensions. It was after a period of about 80
years, during the reign of Sultan Muhammad Shah(D
1486 AD) that a two story structure was constructed
at the shrine. If the site was a grand Hindu temple,
why was it that a small sufa/hujra was constructed
and not a mosque of equal or comparable grandeur.
About the still existing Kali shrine towards the river at
the shrine, there are many such instances where
sacred spaces of the two religions have co existed in
peace, at this shrine and many others in the valley.
Yes there have been instances and attempts by
respective keepers for expansion and spread which
has never been allowed to supersede any of the two
spaces. Those of us who have lived and been
brought up in that cultural milieu, know of locations
where mosques and temples have been survived in
close proximity of each other, they have been
sharing the same ghat on the river front, the same
lane leading to both the sacred places.
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Shrines are a part of the political culture of this
place being as they were an expression of the
political and cultural assertion of Kashmiris in the
1930s.

‘PAINT, LOUDSPEAKERS,
DEFECTIVE WIRING AND
LIGHTING HAVE MADE OUR
SHRINES VULNERABLE TO
FIRE’

Today’s generation is also building mosques, and
on an unprecedented scale, but they have no
respect for sacred spaces and for the philosophy
behind them, or for old architecture. They are
doing it in the name of reconstruction.

Irfan Mehraj / Kashmir Ink
Publish Date: Dec 2 2017

With the recent fire incident at Khankah e Moula,
valley’s oldest shrine, the government faced
criticism over its lack of preparedness in dealing
with breakout of fires at shrines and also the poor
fire-fighting mechanisms kept in place.
Kashmir Ink caught up with Saleem Beg,
convener INTACH, who has been charged with
reconstruction of the damaged part of the shrine,
to talk about the assessment of the damage,
vulnerability of shrines to catch fire, and firefighting mechanisms kept in place.

“

When a shrine suddenly
catches fire, the entire
valley rushes to
condemn. But what
have we done with old
mohalla mosques? We
have removed every
footprint left by our
ancestors and erected
concrete monstrosities
over them…..

The recent fire at the Khankah shrine has
damaged an important piece of Kashmir’s
heritage. You have been charged with its
reconstruction. How are you going about it?
We are currently assessing the damage, from the
fire as well as the water used to douse the flames.
At the moment, we don’t think there is any major
structural damage. Broadly, the reconstruction will
comprise three aspects – repair, restoration and
replacement.

The Waqf Board is a small part of the bigger
problem, which is our mindset and absence of
community conscience. We must address that.
These incidents of shrines being damaged should
jolt us awake. We have to enquire into threats to
our culture, of which shrines are but one part. We
must re-cultivate among our people respect for
traditional architecture and for sacred spaces.
Fortunately, the damage at Khankah-e-Moula is
not extensive or it would have been impossible to
salvage because it’s a unique structure. It was
easy to rebuild the Dastgeer Sahab shrine in
Khanyar, but that won’t be possible with the
Khankah.

The Waqf Board is facing a lot of criticism for
allegedly failing to protect the shrines in its
care. Is the criticism justified?
It is easy to criticize the Waqf Board. The fact is
that Kashmiris have lost their sense of respect for
sacred places. When a shrine suddenly catches
fire, the entire valley rushes to condemn. But what
have we done with old mohalla mosques? We
have removed every footprint left by our ancestors
and erected concrete monstrosities over them. I
know of 20-25 shrines and mosques that have
been demolished and built over. So, this is not just
about the Waqf Board, it is about our attitude.
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What makes our shrines vulnerable,
particularly to fire?
Our shrines have been vulnerable from the day
they were constructed, because they are mostly
made of wood and because Kashmir is prone to
calamities like fire. The Jamia Masjid was gutted
during Aurangzeb’s rule, the Khankah has burnt
down earlier as well. Because we have painted
over the wood, the risk of fire has increased.
Another reason for the increased risk is the
electrical wiring for lights and loudspeakers.
Also, decorative lights put up around shrines are
usually of poor quality and prone to sparking.

“

Some people are skeptical about lightening
being the cause of the Khankah fire. What
would you say to them?
If it had been caused by anything else, the fire
would have started from below. But as we know,
only the spire of the shrine caught fire. So, there
is greater probability that lightening was the
cause of the fire. The Khankah’s spire is made of
metal, so it’s likely it attracted the lightening.
Have the state government and the Waqf
Board put in place any mechanisms for
protecting shrines against fires? If yes, are
they adequate?
Some shrines have firefighting equipment,
including smoke detectors and fire extinguishers.
But this equipment needs to be monitored
regularly and serviced regularly. And as far as I
know, fire extinguishers at the Khankah were not
working. I don’t think they had been serviced.
Another effective mechanism to at least limit
damage from fire is to have a network of water
hydrants across the city. They are installed in the
ground and when there is fire, firefighters come
and attach their equipment to the nearest water
hydrant to douse the fire. When the Dastgeer
Sahab shrine caught fire, the fire brigade had to
bring water from Baba Dem, which was objected
to by some people who said the water was dirty
and could not be used at a sacred place.

Our shrines have
been vulnerable
from the day they
were constructed,
because they are
mostly made of
wood and because
Kashmir is prone
to calamities like
fire.

Now, I don’t see them anymore. You barely see
water hydrants anywhere now.
So, two things are essential to contain a fire –
fire extinguishers and water. At the Khankah,
the fire extinguishers were not activated and I
don’t know if water hydrants are installed
there. Moreover, we urgently need to install fireresistant wiring in our shrines. I am also not a
fan of using too many loudspeakers; one is
more than enough. Too many loudspeakers,
with their defective wiring, increase the risk of
fire.
Source: www.kashmirink.in

In downtown Srinagar where I live, Water Works
Department employees would come early in the
morning and see if the fire hydrants were
working.
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